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Abstract
Developers relying on code examples (CEs) in software
engineering can impact code security. We conducted semistructured interviews with seven professional developers to
investigate developers’ habits, challenges, and strategies in the
life cycle of using security-related code examples (SRCEs),
with a focus on exploring the differences between securityand non-security-related CEs. Results indicate that a lack of
adequately differentiating between SRCEs and non-securityrelated code examples (NSRCEs) is a reason for introducing
vulnerabilities into the code. We found that developers had a
habit of reusing vulnerable code from their previous projects.
This code reuse unintentionally introduced the same vulnerability into new projects, while that vulnerability had already
been fixed in later iterations of the original resource the CE
had been taken from. Our results highlight that professional
developers need the same number of such CEs even as they
gain experience over time, while this may not be the case for
NSRCEs.

1

Introduction

Though code examples (CEs) assist developers in learning and
improving efficiency in software development, they can introduce vulnerabilities. According to Symantec Internet Security,
76% of websites scanned in 2016 had software vulnerabilities, with 9% of those vulnerabilities classified as critical [12].
Another report showed that around 97% of Java applications
have at least one known vulnerability in one of their components [30]. The reuse of CEs may be a reason that contributes
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to the introduction of such security vulnerabilities, according
to the recent findings that CEs in Q&A platforms may contain security vulnerabilities [1, 3, 9, 13]. A CE refers to code
intended to be reused by developers via copying and pasting,
albeit with various adaptations to the “borrowed” code. Developers use CEs for different tasks, including security, with
the aim of seeking help [13], learning [6, 7, 17, 24, 26, 28], and
improving development efficiency [34]. Also, CEs may give
developers confidence about their code’s security [18].
Due to the complex nature of security, there are, however,
several caveats to consider about code security. Vulnerabilities in software have an enormous impact on its users [4].
Recent studies suggest that developers have difficulties with
understanding and using CEs provided in security-related documents [2, 19, 21, 27, 32]. Also, one of the biggest challenges
in learning APIs is a lack of proper examples of how to use
them [16, 23, 24]. As a result, developers turn to CEs found
on public forums and other sources that often include vulnerable code [2, 3, 5, 13]. Finally, reusing security-related code
snippets necessitates caution and expertise [13]. While all of
these studies emphasize the significance of taking precautions
when using SRCEs, there is a lack of research investigating
how these SRCEs differ from NSRCEs from the developer’s
perspective.
We explored the main differences between SRCEs and
NSRCEs to better understand how the use of SRCEs propagates vulnerabilities in developers’ code. The abovementioned findings encouraged us to investigate how developers differentiate between security-related and non-securityrelated CEs and if these two are different in terms of usage
and harmful influence in developing secure software. Previous research in software engineering has identified qualities
of good CEs [20, 29] in general. Specific to secure software
engineering, researchers investigated why and how insecure
code from Stack Overflow propagates to developers’ code [5].
We built on these studies to investigate the following research
questions:
RQ1: How are security-related and non-security-related
CEs different from developers’ point of view?

RQ2: What factors are linked to the value of CEs in the
context of secure software engineering?

2.2

We define an SRCE as any code that contributes toward
completing a task that is directly tied to security, such as
encryption, authentication, authorization, hashes, certificates,
SSL/TLS, etc. We conducted seven semi-structured interviews
and used thematic analysis [8] to explore how SRCEs are
different from non-security-related code examples (NSRCEs)
for developers.

CEs play a critical role in secure coding. Using CEs may
give developers confidence about the security of their code.
Mindermann et al. [18] found that participants who used a CE
to assist with their task were more confident in their solution’s
security. It has been found that factors contributing to secure
API usage include useful examples in documentation [19], a
focus on secure CEs in documentation [2], and contextual,
actionable security advice [15].

By building on previous research, this work makes two
main contributions. First, we focused on comparing SRCEs
and NSRCEs and our novel findings related to the main differences between SRCEs and NSRCEs. Second, we identified developers’ challenges in the process of using SRCEs
from the beginning to the end, the factors linked to the value
of CEs, and developers’ strategies to assess the security of
SRCEs. Our results highlighted differentiating characteristics of SRCEs by demonstrating that professional developers
require the same number of such CEs even as they gain experience over time, while this may not be the case for NSRCEs.
In addition, our results showed that the stakes can be higher
when using SRCEs, as developers’ habits of using CEs from
their previous projects can lead to the persistence of code
vulnerabilities in software development.

2
2.1

Related Work
CEs in Software Engineering

While prior work has identified qualities of good CEs, these
qualities do not guarantee a CE’s correctness. Good CEs are
concise and contextual, highlight important elements, provide step-by-step explanations, provide links to additional
resources, and are ready to copy and paste directly into the
developer’s code [20, 29]. However, a trade-off between conciseness and robustness has been identified: while simple
examples may be easier to understand, they may be less robust for different usage scenarios [25, 35].
Developers encounter challenges when reusing code, and
some developers also modify CEs before using them. It has
been found that developers seek out reusable CEs to improve
personal efficiency [34] and that code reuse varies with team
size and a developer’s level of experience [1]. Xia et al. [34]
discovered that finding reusable CEs online was challenging
due to a lack of good search engine support, the difficulty
of expressing intent in a search query, low levels of quality and reusability, and the difficulty of trusting CEs. Wu et
al. [33] found that the majority of developers preferred to
re-implement code rather than directly paste it from Stack
Overflow, and that 31.5% of developers who used Stack Overflow code changed the code in some way before using it.

CEs in Developer-Centered Security

Past studies have found that Stack Overflow CEs can contain security vulnerabilities. Acar et al. [3] found that the examples in API documentation, while harder to use, were more
secure than those found on Stack Overflow. Other studies
have also found insecure code on Stack Overflow [1, 3, 9, 13].
The number of views, comments, and favorites that Stack
Overflow answers receive do not necessarily indicate their
security. Answers containing insecure CEs were found to
receive more views than secure answers [9,35]. Chen et al. [9]
found that insecure answers, on average, received “higher
scores, more comments, [and] more favorites,” and that 45%
of “accepted” answers were insecure.
We designed our study based on the findings mentioned
above. Perhaps the closest paper to our work is the study
by Bai et al. [5]. The authors investigated the reasons why
and how insecure code from Stack Overflow propagates to
developers’ code. With a broader approach, we considered
all CEs resources, including Stack Overflow, to understand
how SRCEs are different from NSRCEs, factors that affect
developers’ security-related decisions, and what developers
need in SRCEs.

3
3.1

Methods
User Study Procedure

Beyond completing the qualification questionnaire and consent form, there were two main parts to the user study. First,
prior to the interview, participants were asked to share two
screenshots of SRCEs: one that they liked and one that they
did not like (See Figures 1 and 2 for samples). The terms
“liked” and “did not like” were intentionally left open-ended
for the participants to interpret for themselves. Second, participants were asked to participate in an hour-long interview. During each interview, we asked participants about the two code
samples they shared, what they liked or disliked about them,
and how they used those CEs. Participants were then asked
how they use SRCEs and NSRCEs in their work. We conducted semi-structured interviews to provide an opportunity
for interviewees to share their thoughts with more freedom
and in their own terms [11].

3.2

Data Collection and Participants

We used Reddit, Prolific, LinkedIn, and snowballing sampling
to recruit participants. To be eligible to participate in this
study, participants had to be 18 or older, currently live in the
USA or Canada, have more than six months of professional
software development experience (excluding internship/co-op
experience), be currently employed in a software development
role, have some professional experience developing code for
cybersecurity-related tasks, and have experience using CEs
for security-related tasks. After study adjustments based on
the outcomes of two pilot studies, we recruited seven professional developers (illustrated in Table 1). All interviews were
conducted using Zoom video calls. Participants interviewed
in this study were compensated with $50 CAD. All data was
collected during November and December of 2020. Before
any data collection, this study was approved by the University
of British Columbia’s Behavioural Research Ethics Board
(ID: H20-03253).

3.3

Data Analysis

The main researcher transcribed and two researchers coded
audio recordings of all seven interview sessions, each around
one hour long. Thematic analysis [8] was used for data analysis. Transcribed interviews were segmented and coded by
two researchers to develop the code book. We followed the
six phases of analysis outlined by Braun and Clarke [8].

4

Results

In this section, we present the findings that are related to how
SRCEs are different from NSRCEs in forming the intent to
find CEs, finding, assessing, and finally, implementing the CEs
in the developer’s code. Our results are organized according
to the abovementioned phases were identified during analysis.
In this study, we refer to participants by using the prefix “P”
along with their ID. We use “CE” to refer to any type of code
example, including SRCE and NSRCE.

4.1

Evolution of Usage Over Time

While the use of NSRCEs decreased or evolved as developers
gained experience, the use of SRCEs remained similar. P2 and
P5 (web application developers) used CEs more when they
did not have much experience at the beginning of their careers. As they got more experienced, they tended to copy and
paste NSRCEs less often than before. However, P2 noted that,
for big projects, CEs were still needed. P2 and P5 still used
SRCEs as often as when they started their professional career.
This was because security was not part of their everyday tasks
at work.
CE usage was also impacted by the increase in their perceived trustworthiness over time. While for some participants,

such as P2 and P5, NSRCE usage decreased as they gained
experience, for P3, a mobile application developer, CE usage
increased in part from an increase in CEs’ perceived trustworthiness: “I can tell you nowadays [in comparison to the past]
I use more examples because I think today [they have become]
more available, more trustable. Yeah, I’m using more than [at
the] time that [I] started programming.”

4.2

Reuse Challenges

Reusing SRCEs from previous projects had the potential to
introduce vulnerabilities into code. One important difference
between security- and non-security-related code had to do
with reusing CEs. We found that, on one hand, participants
used CEs from online resources. On the other hand, CEs could
also be sourced from participants’ own previous project(s)
rather than the CE’s original source. In this case, even if original security bugs were already fixed at the CE’s source, the
participants’ copying and pasting of the old, vulnerable code
from their own previous projects reintroduced the same vulnerabilities into their new projects. For instance, P3 explained
his experience, observing: “the example I sent to you, the
in-app purchase [which had vulnerabilities, Figure 1], I used
it in the five other applications. Yeah. And just did the same
mistake . . . I used the code from the last project I wrote. I just
copy-pasted them to other projects . . . , I did not just refer to
the original documentation . . . . After a while, they changed
their API and the documentation on the in-app purchases.”
Developers faced a lack of SRCEs in online resources,
which impacted their ability to find CEs for usage and crossreference purposes (Similar to the findings of previous research (e.g., [2, 19]). Participants mentioned that the number
of available SRCEs was limited in comparison to the availability of NSRCEs. P2 stated that “There are not that much
resources as opposed to other area[s]. I can tell like in web
development and front-end development, there are so many
resources, but in security, [there] is not that much available
. . . . I’m assuming it’s because it’s [security is] more difficult and involves mathematics and people they don’t have the
expertise to develop stuff like that.” Even when there were
available SRCEs, there may not have been enough for crossreferencing or having multiple trustworthy options to choose
from. Furthermore, one area that SRCEs were needed in was
for secure coding practices that are new to the field of security.
However, there were not enough CEs for new concepts (e.g.,
content security policy). P1 remarked: “there is not enough
information on the original website. You should search the
net and most of the time, because it’s new and maybe people
are not facing this problem, we cannot find enough information, you cannot find your solution, even if you find something
it’s not secure! . . . There are no experienced people who can
share their knowledge with others.”

4.3

Factors Linked to the Value of CEs

In this section we present our findings related to the factors
that linked to the value of CEs to be selected for use. We found
the value of a CE depends on its content, qualities of the CE
itself, and its context, qualities beyond the CE’s content that
support and enhance the CE. We found that some factors were
common to both SRCEs and NSRCEs, whereas other factors
were specifically important for SRCEs.
Content
SRCEs should be understandable and comprehensive.
While these qualities are important for all CEs, SRCEs without these qualities could lead to code vulnerabilities. Understandable CEs are written in such a way that, even without
enough prior knowledge, developers can understand the CE.
Three participants noted that SRCEs were more understandable when the code’s functionality was broken down for explanation purposes. It was essential to understand the code
to be able to find vulnerabilities in the CE. Otherwise, the
code may introduce security bugs. For instance, P3 added a
vulnerability to his source code because he did not understand
the functionality of the code (discussed in Section 4.5). Next,
SRCEs should also be comprehensive, meaning that the CE
includes everything needed to be able to use the CE. This is
important due to developers’ lack of security knowledge. For
instance, P5 explained that he encountered a CE shared in a
Q&A platform with a missing symbol inside the code. The
missing symbol made the CE vulnerable.
Context
As previous work shows that documentation of SRCEs is
challenging for developers to understand [2, 3, 5, 15, 19], a
similar finding in our study is discussed here.
Pop-up notifications on platforms containing SRCEs could
warn developers to use the code with more caution. P5 shared
one of his experiences where he received a warning to be more
careful about evaluating the SRCE he were reviewing and
said “I think it might have been on Stack Overflow . . . or on
GitHub . . . there was a little pop up that said ‘You’re looking
at code that has a security vulnerability. So, don’t copy and
paste it.’ ”
Specifically related to SRCEs in API documentation, it was
critical to have a section that explained threats and risks. P3
noted that having a specific documentation section related to
threats and risks was very helpful, and this section was preferably at the very beginning of such a document. P3 referred
to the sample code he shared, which was from Google Play
Developer API, and said: “The Google Play [documentation]
has a section for vulnerability and fraud. And I think it’s really important . . . the other one [another CE shared with the
researcher](Figure 1) I use doesn’t have [those] things and
I think that was the key point, which caused me that trouble.
Because they didn’t mention anything about ‘you need to care
about security!’ ”
Material that aids in conceptual understanding was another

critical requirement that should be included in the context
of an SRCE. This is specifically important for SRCEs in
using proper code to prevent attacks. The sample CE that P5
shared showed someone on a Q&A forum asking for a specific
SRCE. P5 pointed out one of his shared CEs (Figure 4) and
said: “It doesn’t just give a huge block of code, it kind of
goes through and says, here’s an encoded HTML because you
need to actually get this information into HTML, you need to
replace things to make it HTML, so that a cross-site scripting
attack won’t actually work, which is the end goal . . . . So, it’s
kind of like concept, concept, and then an example down here,
which I think is nice.”
Another critical point, related to Q&A platforms, was the
importance of reading comments related to the CE. Sometimes the CE was not complete and the author corrected their
mistakes in the comment section, so that it was essential for
developers to read those comments. In the sample code that
P5 shared with the researcher, he explained that this sample
might or might not be vulnerable. It all depended on whether
the developer read the comment section.

4.4

Assessment Strategies

To assess the security of an SRCE, participants looked through
the code, evaluated the security of the CE source, and relied
on experts to assess the security of the SRCE. Main strategies
included: (1) Trying to understand and compare the code to
other similar CEs, which developed confidence about the security of the code. Developers gained confidence whenever
they understood the CE and compared it to relevant API documentation. (2) Evaluating the quality of the code by seeing
if it was clear, up-to-date, etc. (3) Assessing the source of the
CE and selecting resources that they believed were more trustworthy. (4) Based on their own personal experience, deciding
whether to trust the CE platform (e.g., Stack Overflow). (5)
Evaluating the age of the CE based on the assumption that
older CEs are more likely to be revised and fixed over time. (6)
Relying on tests and reviews by colleagues before putting the
code into the production environment. (7) Consulting with experts in their own organization or experts in an online forum.
(8) Making decisions whether to trust obtained crowdsourced
information while taking into account the aforementioned
factors. Strategies 2, 4, 6, 7, and 8 are similar to [5].
Trusted experts were particularly helpful for junior developers and for those who had previously introduced vulnerabilities into their code. Participants sought help from experts for
evaluating CEs specifically on two occasions: (1) at the beginning of their professional career, and (2) after experiencing
a security breach by using a CE from an API documentation
website. After this experience, consultations with expert developers via online forums became a new strategy for preventing
vulnerabilities.
Security-related CEs were more scrutinized by developers.
Participants were more lenient when searching for, assessing,

and using NSRCEs. For example, P3 said:“[For a] problem
which [is] not related to security, I prefer [to] just select the
first thing I see because I want to just save time and I think
it’s not really [an] important task.” Compared to SRCEs,
participants scrutinized NSRCEs less before copying and
pasting the CEs. Additionally, reviews of security-related
code were done with more care. Furthermore, trustworthiness
of the CE source was more important in the case of SRCEs.

4.5

Challenges in Implementation

Understanding CEs
Challenges with understanding SRCEs can be categorized
as challenges related to: lack of security-related knowledge,
difficulties with understanding SRCEs’ concepts, and missing or unclear context beside SRCEs. Previous work found
that lack of security knowledge prevented some developers
from evaluating and fixing vulnerabilities in SRCEs from
online resources [5]). We also found evidence of this trend.
The pre-existing knowledge the authors of CEs may assume
that developers have, and security not being a part of a developer’s day-to-day job were main reasons that made some
challenges more significant for SRCEs. For instance, some
SRCEs required pre-existing knowledge to understand the
CE. P5 pointed out a specific part of the sample he shared
and said: “You could come in here and copy and paste this
without knowing what a regex is like . . . it doesn’t give any
explanation of anything like that. I mean, at some point, that’s
assumed knowledge.”
Developers, even more experienced ones, had difficulties
with understanding new security-related concepts in CEs. As
security measures change over time, new security code concepts need to be explained. P2, who develops security-related
code about half of the time for his job, remarked that there
were difficulties with understanding new security concepts.
He said: “You might not be able even to get it [the concept
of the CE] . . . . If I want to give an example, public and private key encryption is one of those things that is [a] really
important concept in certificates and digital signatures. So,
the basic idea, I can understand that. But there has been a
new method called elliptic curve that has a new way of doing
the public-key cryptography, but that was too difficult for me
to understand.”
The information beyond the CE could be confusing without adequate explanation. Similar to the findings of previous
research (e.g., [2, 3]), we also found that information around
SRCEs is challenging. Extra information around an SRCE
could be confusing when participants did not have a good
enough understanding of security-related topics. Furthermore,
a lack of documentation, improper documentation, or lack
of security-related information (e.g., in API documentation)
made it hard for developers to assess the vulnerability of CEs.
For instance, P3 explained how the sample he shared led to
a security vulnerability in his app. He explained his expe-

rience dealing with fraud caused by using a CE from API
documentation and being misled by the documentation
Using CEs
A lack of security knowledge led some developers to not
modify CEs and to naively rely on others. A lack of knowledge about how a CE worked caused developers to have difficulties modifying CEs for the task at hand. Some participants
found security-related code hard to understand, they sometimes used and wrote code that they did not fully understand,
as long as the code worked; the code would be considered
“opaque.” Also, a shortage of security-related knowledge led
developers to rely on others’ knowledge. P4: “it’s [security
is] a very distant field that I don’t deal with day-to-day, so
I would take others’ word for that than my own and others’
experience .” Similarly, P4 noted that if an SRCE would be
complex due to lack of knowledge, she was less confident in
making any changes to the code, and would instead use the
code without any changes and rely on others’ knowledge.
A shortage of security knowledge required developers to invest more time and effort to understand SRCEs. Using SRCEs
was more time consuming for participants whose day-to-day
work typically did not involve security-related code. As P2
noted: “Encryption is not an easy concept that you can get
in one day. You have to study that and see how it works in
detail, you need to read some tutorials. . . . it’s not really easy
to comprehend.” Particularly with complex CEs, which need
extra time and energy, developers gave up and turned to try
other alternatives.

5

Discussion

Distinctions between SRCEs and NSRCEs are significant
because they shed light on how developers’ mindsets and behaviors in the use of SRCEs can increase the vulnerability of
their code. In this section we discuss why knowing similarities
and differences between SRCEs and NSRCEs is significant
and how such knowledge could help future research.

5.1

General Discussion

Understanding differences between SRCEs and NSRCEs may
help researchers and practitioners to better understand the
needs of SRCE users. We found gaining more job experience
does not necessarily reduce the need to use SRCEs, which
means developers with different levels of experience still need
and count on SRCEs, unlike NSRCEs. Such knowledge about
the users of SRCEs would help the community to consider the
needs of different users in the design of APIs, platforms, and
educational materials. For instance, previous research suggested in-spot or nudging education [5, 14]. Our study would
inform the design of such education by making clear the target user groups of such education. As a result, more informed
decisions could be made about what level of explanation is
needed in educational materials over time.

Another important outcome of our findings is to consider
the critical role of awareness and education related to SRCEs.
In terms of awareness, there is a need to raise developers’
awareness around how to treat SRCEs differently. For instance, developers should be aware that they should not reuse
SRCEs from their previous projects for two main reasons.
First, the SRCEs they used may have vulnerabilities that were
eventually fixed in the original sources of the SRCEs. Second,
security measures change over time and developers need to
use up-to-date secure coding practices. In this light, thinking
about how we might raise developers’ awareness about the
differences between SRCEs and NSRCEs is another future
avenue for this research.
Finally, developers face difficulties finding new and secure
SRCEs for new security-related coding practices. A scarcity
of SRCEs for new security-related coding practices may push
developers to use insecure code or code that they do not
fully understand. There are constant changes in the realm of
security. As such, developers need understandable SRCEs
(as discussed in 4.4) particularly for learning purposes when
something new is introduced (discussed in 4.1 and identified
by other researchers [6, 7, 17, 24, 26, 28]). Knowing this need
could help practitioners, the makers of APIs, and online portal
providers support developers when new security practices are
introduced.

5.2

Implications for Future Research

Future research could shed light on how SRCEs could support
the needs of developers with a wide range of job experience.
As our participants gained more job experience, they needed
fewer NSRCEs, similar to the findings of Abdalkareem et
al. [1]. However, for SRCEs, we observed that increases in job
experience did not appear to reduce SRCE usage. These findings could help to improve the design of platforms that house
SRCEs. One promising avenue for future research could be
to understand how online resources for SRCEs, such as Stack
Overflow, can cater to inexperienced developers and experienced developers. Considering the job experience of developers seems important as it potentially affects how they see
their abilities in general. However, in terms of security, they
could be at the level of inexperienced developers. For instance,
Bai et al.’s [5] findings imply that developers often use code
without consulting external resources or formally verifying
the code, in part because they are confident in their abilities.
However, Bai et al. also identified a spread of insecure code
from public forums to other code sources, which may indicate
that this confidence does not guarantee code security. Therefore, more investigation is needed to better understand how
to design platforms and SRCEs for developers with more job
experience, especially when security is not part of their core,
day-to-day work.
Mitigating a lack of knowledge requires on-the-spot training in online platforms. A shortage of security knowledge may

prevent developers from the proper use of SRCEs. Similar to
previous works (e.g., [10,31]), we found that when developers
had less security knowledge, they tended to use more SRCEs,
face difficulties in understanding security concepts in SRCEs,
require more time and effort to understand SRCEs, be discouraged from modifying SRCEs, and naively trust the knowledge
of online resource contributors, e.g., those who post on Stack
Overflow. It does not seem feasible to expect developers to
continuously update their security knowledge or to educate all
developers. Instead, online platforms can create new features
and policies to reduce the dissemination of vulnerable CEs
from the start (e.g., applying nudges [14]). Further work is
needed to investigate on-the-spot security training features
that can help educate developers at the points where they
need it. With the consideration of developers’ different levels
of knowledge and experience, on-the-spot learning features
should be designed in a way such that various developers can
use them. For instance, they can adjust the amount of extra
information they require beside each CE based on their knowledge. In addition to creating mechanisms for linking posts on
Stack Overflow to relevant educational materials, a measure
suggested by Bai et al. [5], we suggest that information (e.g.,
about potential attacks) should be provided in CEs to warn
developers about potential code vulnerabilities.
Reusing SRCEs from older projects has a higher risk of
introducing vulnerabilities into code. Based on Rahman et
al.’s [22] categorization of Stack Overflow comments, we
found that comments related to bugs, errors, warnings, concerns, question clarification, code documentation, and tips and
complementary information play an important role in helping developers identify vulnerabilities in SRCEs from such
Q&A platforms. A critical point, related to Q&A platforms
as shown in (4.4), is the importance of reading comments
related to the CE. Additionally, we found that some developers have habits of reusing SRCEs from older source code,
which might result in old code vulnerabilities “leaking” into
the source code of new projects. One significant difference
between SRCEs and NSRCEs had to do with reusing them.
We found that when a developer reuses a vulnerable SRCE
from an older project, they propagate vulnerabilities that may
later be corrected in the original source.
A promising avenue for future research could be investigating ways to reduce the likelihood of developers reusing an
SRCE from old source code that is now considered vulnerable.
One option could be providing developers with new educational materials to teach them how to use online resources
for SRCEs specifically, and what to consider when evaluating
SRCEs. For example, developers could be provided with tool
support for “linking” SRCEs in the project source code back
to the online sources from which they were adapted. This
way, those developers who are about to reuse an SRCE from
an old project could easily find an updated version of the CE
at the original source.
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Appendices
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7

Gender
Female
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male
Male

Country
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
US
Canada
Canada

Years of exp.
10
5
6
2
2
3
4

Type of software
Web Apps
Web Apps
Mobile Apps
Web Apps
Web Apps
Web Apps
Web Apps

Developing SRC
Half the time
Half the time
Half the time
Sometimes
Sometimes
Sometimes
Sometimes

Type of job
Full time
Full time
Freelancer
Full time
Full time
Full time
Full time

Table 1: Demographic information of all participants.

Figure 1: A code example that a participant did not like.

Company size
1,000 or more
1,000 or more
–
1,000 or more
1–249
250–999
1,000 or more

Figure 2: A code example that a participant liked.

Figure 3: A code example that includes separated sections for explanation.

Figure 4: A code example that includes concept explanation.

